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ABSTRACT  This paper presents the numerical modeling performed for the evaluation of dynamic earth pressures for the 
design of a number of buried structures.  Structures with embedment conditions to depths of up to 15 m below the ground 
surface are considered. Analyses were performed for both future and existing structures to assess the development of seismic 
earth pressures in potentially liquefiable soils. The FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) finite difference program was 
used to model the buried structures with earthquake ground motions representing return periods ranging from 100 to 2,475 
years. Interfaces around the buried structure were used to model the soil‐structure interactions during seismic loading. The 
seismic earth pressures obtained from the FLAC analyses have been compared with the pressures calculated using the 
standard code‐based approaches from current engineering practice. Recent results presented in the literature suggest that the 
development of earth pressures on rigid walls may lie below the code recommendations. This appears to be the case for rigid 
walls, but the seismic earth pressures developed are shown to be sensitive to even small degrees of wall movement. 
  
The analyses consider seismic earth pressures developed on buried concrete box-like structures in stable and 
potentially‐liquefiable ground, as well as anchored concrete retaining walls. 
 

Introduction 
The development of lateral earth pressures on a rigid wall 
due to seismic loading is commonly assessed based on 
the recommendations of Okabe (1926) and Mononobe 
and Matsuo (1929), generally referenced to as the 
Mononobe-Okabe (M-O) method.  The M-O method 
indicates that the dynamic thrust acting on a wall is a 
function of the seismic horizontal coefficient, kh, which is 
related to the peak ground acceleration (PGA).   
 
In the past, standard guidelines in North America such as 
the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO, 1995 & 2008) and 
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CAN/CSA-S6, 
2006) suggest the use of kh in the M-O method equal to 
150% of the PGA for the seismic design of rigid non-
yielding walls.  However, in the current state of practice 

AASHTO (2012) suggests that kh can be taken as 100% 
of PGA for the seismic design of a rigid wall.  Mikola & 
Sitar (2013) suggest that the use of kh equal to PGA 
provides reasonably good agreement with experimental 
results in terms of seismic earth pressures behind the 
wall.  Taiebat et al. (2014) also indicate similar results 
when kh equal to PGA is used in the M-O method, 
whereby the seismic earth pressures are in good 
agreement with the results of numerical analyses.  
Taiebat et al. (2014) also suggest that the kh values can 
be further reduced to about 50%-60% of PGA to evaluate 
the structural performance of the wall (in terms of the drift 
ratio).       
 
This paper presents the results of numerical modeling of 
two types of rigid wall under seismic loading – an 
anchored concrete wall and a buried concrete box-like 
structure.  Both are considered to be rigid structures.  The 
earth pressures acting on the rigid-wall structures under 



both static and seismic conditions have been evaluated 
using the program FLAC (Itasca 2011) and the results 
have been compared with standard code-based 
(simplified) approaches and the results of numerical 
analyses. 
 
In one analysis, the concrete wall founded in till does not 
consider excess pore pressures generated during seismic 
loading, whereas significant seismic pore pressure effects 
are relevant for the concrete box structure. 
 
The main objective of this paper is to assess the 
development of earth pressures behind the walls.  No 
attempt is made to consider the structure response to a 
potential racking mechanism, as considered by NCHRP 
Report 611 and Wang (1993).   

Numerical Modeling 
The finite difference software FLAC Version 7.0 (Itasca 
2011) was used to perform the 2D nonlinear dynamic 
analyses of the rigid walls.  FLAC simulates nonlinear 
behavior by a generalized finite difference model, allows 
large-strain formulations, has built-in constitutive models, 
allows the use of interface and structural elements and 
uses a stable explicit solution method that marches-on in 
time.  The FLAC analyses are based on effective stresses 
and also allow user-defined effective-stress constitutive 
models.   
 
The FLAC models were built in stages to provide a 
realistic representation of the conditions during wall 
construction.  The in situ ground conditions were modeled 
prior to the construction of the walls.  Following the initial 
conditions, the walls were built incrementally in lifts so 
that the installation of each layer of structural elements 
could be considered.  Once the model was setup and 
calibrated, a time history of earthquake ground motions 
was applied to simulate the seismic loading.  The FLAC 
model was constructed as large as practicably possible to 
minimize the edge effects due to model boundaries.  
 
The static boundary conditions are modeled as fixed in 
the horizontal direction for both left and right sides of the 
model; the base is also fixed in both the horizontal and 
vertical conditions.  Free-field boundary conditions were 
assigned to the sides of the model during the seismic 
analyses while the base is assigned to be “quiet”/flexible, 
in that it absorbs any waves reflected from the ground 
surface.  The input ground motions are applied as a 
stress wave at the flexible (quiet) base of the models. 
 
Details of the soil and structural models used in the FLAC 
analyses are described in the following sections. 

Anchored Concrete Retaining Wall   
The anchored concrete retaining wall analyzed is 13 m 
high with an upper 1.5H:1V slope up to 10 m high.  The 
wall was built in very dense till-like material with a total 
unit weight of 22.5 kN/m3 and friction angle of 45 degrees.  
The wall consists of 6 soil anchors and is embedded in a 
triangular wedge of fill in front of the wall, at the toe.  A 
general layout of the concrete retaining wall section 
including the soil anchor system is presented on Figure 1.   
 
For the FLAC analyses, the soil profile was considered to 
be homogeneous and the non-linear behavior during 
seismic loading was modeled using a Mohr-Coulomb 
elastic-plastic model with the built-in FLAC Sig3 hysteretic 
damping model.  Ground water is considered below the 
base of the wall.  The concrete retaining wall is modeled 
as a beam element, and the soil anchors have been 
modeled as cable elements installed at each excavation 
stage.  The soil profile and anchor system were modeled 
under plane strain conditions where the properties of the 
anchor system were adjusted to reflect the anchor 
spacing in the direction perpendicular to the section 
presented on Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1.  General layout for the soil-anchored concrete 
retaining wall. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sensitivity analyses have also been performed 
considering the soil-anchored wall without the upper 
backfill slope.   

Buried Concrete Box-like Structure 
The buried concrete box-like structure was constructed 
using diaphragm walls (D-walls) with a grouted base plug 
within the walls.  The plug controls ground water and 
braces the walls in the temporary condition prior to a base 
slab being constructed.  During the excavation of the box, 
temporary support to the walls was to be provided by a 
row of soil anchors.  Once the excavation had reached 
the required depth, the base slab and internal slabs were 
constructed to provide permanent support to the walls, at 
which time the soil anchors were to be decommissioned.  



The D-walls of the buried structure are 1.2 m thick, the 
total retained height is approximately 15 m and the 
internal width of the box is approximately 13.5 m.  The 
general arrangement of the buried structure is presented 
on Figure 2.  

Figure 2.  General arrangement of the buried concrete 
box-like structure. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The representative soil profile at the site consists of 2.5 m 
of granular fill overlying native soils.  Beneath the fill, a 
clay and silt layer about 1.5 m thick is present and 
underlain by well-graded sand and gravel, which is 
susceptible to liquefaction.  The water table is at 1.5 m 
below the ground surface.  For the FLAC analyses, each 
layer in the soil profile was considered to be 
homogeneous.  The non-linear behavior of the soil was 
modeled using a Mohr-Coulomb elastic-plastic model with 
a hyperbolic Sig3 model for the soils not susceptible to 
liquefaction, or a UBCSAND model for the saturated 
(potentially liquefiable) granular material. 
 
For the structural components, the D-walls, base slab and 
internal struts are modeled as beam elements.  The 
equivalent properties of the internal struts were varied to 
bound their potential flexural and axial stiffness 
considering the continuity/geometry of the slabs/beams 
and the three dimensional nature of the structure.  The 
struts are attached to the D-walls through a fixed 
connection.  The modeling of the D-walls did not include 
modeling of potential wall installation effects; i.e. 
relaxation of the surrounding ground prior to the D-wall 
concrete gaining strength.  The beam elements of the D-
walls and base slab are connected to the surrounding 
soils through interface elements.  The interface elements 
are modeled using the Coulomb shear-strength criterion 
with a shear resistance defined by the soil-concrete 
interface friction angle.  The stiffness in both shear and 
compression of the interface is defined as ten times the 
equivalent stiffness of the surrounding soil.  The 
resistance of the soil-concrete interface in tension is 
specified as zero.   

Additional FLAC analyses considering yielding and non-
yielding structures were also performed to study the 
effects on the generated seismic lateral earth pressures.  
For the yielding condition, a "flexible" U-shaped buried 
structure with no internal supports was modeled.  Note 
that the D-walls cannot be constructed without the bracing 
due to the structural capacity.  The analysis was 
performed only to assess the development of earth 
pressures acting on “flexible” walls for comparison 
purposes.  For the non-yielding structure, an additional 
strut was installed between strut #1 and the base slab 
(z/H = 0.65) to provide additional support.  The 
excavation sequence was not modeled so that the 
retained soils remain close to the at-rest (ko) condition at 
the end of construction for the non-yielding case.    

Results of FLAC Analyses 
The seismic earth pressures in terms of maximum 
dynamic thrust acting on the wall and box structure during 
earthquake loading were obtained from the FLAC 
analyses.  The maximum resultant dynamic forces were 
also calculated by integrating the lateral earth pressures 
over the wall height.  The results are summarized in Table 
1.  The results of the static and seismic earth pressures 
from both the standard approach and numerical FLAC 
analyses are presented and discussed in the following 
sections. 

Lateral Earth Pressures – Anchored 
Concrete Retaining Wall 
The static and seismic earth pressures for the anchored 
concrete wall with the upper fill slope based on the 
simplified approach and FLAC analyses are presented on 
Figure 3.  The static earth pressures for the multi-anchor 
wall were calculated for granular soils in accordance with 
the Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual (CFEM, 
2006).  The results of the FLAC analyses indicate that the 
calculated static active earth pressures are reasonably 
consistent with those determined by the simplified 
approach (FLAC values fall between ka and ko). 
 
For the seismic condition, the M-O method is not 
applicable due to the geometry of the backfill and the high 
PGA value of 0.39 for the 2,475-year earthquake shaking.  
Hence, generalized limit equilibrium (GLE) method has 
been used to estimate the seismic earth pressures acting 
on the rigid wall (for kh = PGA), as recommended by 
AASHTO (2012).  The commercially-available program 
SLOPE/W (2012) has been used to perform the GLE 
analysis.  The seismic earth pressure distributions are 
assumed to be inverted triangles and the total earth 
pressures behind wall is taken to be uniformly distributed; 
hence, the location of the dynamic thrust is applied at 
0.5Hfrom the base of the wall. 

Temporary 
Anchors 

Approx. 15m 
retained 
height (H) 

D-Walls 

Grouted 
Base 

Base Slab (z/H=1) 

Strut 2 (z/H=0) 

Strut 1 (z/H=0.3) 

z 

Strut 3 (z/H=0.65) 



Table 1a.  Summary of dynamic thrust and point of 
application for the anchored wall from various analysis 
methods. 

GLE method Seed & 
Whitman

M-O method FLAC

With Back Slope 2000 - - 1940

Without Back 
Slope

- 1110 1100 930

With Back Slope 0.50H - - 0.54H

Without Back 
Slope

- 0.60H 0.67H 0.59H

Max. Dynamic 
Thrust (kN/m)

Height of 
Application

Anchored Wall

 
Table 1b.  Summary of dynamic thrust and point of 
application for the buried box structure from various 
analysis methods. 

Wood Seed & 
Whitman

M-O method FLAC

With Struts 1515

"Flexible" Without 
Struts

1450

"Non-yielding" 
With 3 Struts

1615

With Struts 0.67H

"Flexible" Without 
Struts

0.69H

"Non-yielding" 
With 3 Struts

0.66H

Buried Box-like Structure

2055 1685 1650

Height of 
Application 0.60H 0.60H 0.67H

Max. Dynamic 
Thrust (kN/m)

 
 
The result of the GLE analysis (for kh = PGA) is compared 
with the FLAC analysis as shown on Figure 3.  The 
results indicate that the pressure distribution behind the 
wall cannot be correctly captured by the GLE method.  
However, the resultant force from the FLAC and GLE 
analyses were found to be in very good agreement.  In 
addition, the application point of the dynamic thrust is in 
good agreement for both the GLE and FLAC analysis. 
 
A sensitivity analysis considering the anchored wall 
without the upper backfill slope has been performed and 
the results in terms of lateral earth pressures are 
presented on Figure 4.  The seismic earth pressure 
distribution obtained from the FLAC analysis is also 
included to compare with those estimated from the M-O 
and Seed & Whitman (1970) approaches, with kh equal to 
PGA.  Based on the results on Figure 4, the M-O and 
Seed & Whitman methods overestimate the seismic 
forces by about 15% compared to the numerical model.  
The pressure distributions indicate that the M-O method 
overestimates the earth pressures above mid-height of 
the rigid wall and underestimates them below mid-height.  
For the Seed & Whitman (1970) approach, the pressure 
distributions and the application of dynamic thrust give 
reasonable agreement with the FLAC analyses. 

Lateral Earth Pressures – Buried 
Concrete Box Structure 
Given the symmetry of the structural model, the static and 
seismic responses of the two side walls were found to be 
very similar in terms of lateral earth pressures.  The 
results of only the right side wall are presented in this  

Figure 3.  Static and dynamic earth pressure distributions 
estimated from GLE method and from FLAC analysis for 
anchored wall with upper fill slope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Static and dynamic earth pressure distributions 
estimated from M-O method, Seed & Whitman as well as 
results from FLAC analysis for the anchored wall without 
upper backfill slope. 
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section.  A summary of the calculated pressure 
distributions acting on the buried concrete box-like 
structure with intermediate struts in its final configuration 
(permanent concrete slabs/beams cast and anchors 
decommissioned) is shown on Figure 5.  The wall height 
is represented by the ratio z/H, where z is the depth 
below top of the wall and H is the total retained height of 
the wall.  The static distribution of total earth pressure 
from the FLAC analysis (Figure 5a) is consistent with the 
active earth pressure calculated by the Rankine (1857) 
theory plus the hydrostatic pore pressure.  For the rigid 
wall, the earth pressure is considered to be the at-rest (ko) 
condition.  However, due to relaxation of the soil during 
the excavation stage modeled in FLAC, the resulting 
earth pressures reduce to the active condition.   
 
The actual wall pressures will depend on the stiffness of 
the structure and the degree of relaxation allowed from 
the original condition.  Hence, the actual wall pressure 
could be higher depending on the temporary support 
properties and configuration.  This effect is illustrated by 
the results of the FLAC analyses considering the non-
yielding condition (with an additional strut and 
construction sequence not modeled).   
 
For seismic loading with kh equal to a PGA of 0.11g (100-
year return period), the dynamic total earth pressures 
obtained from the FLAC analyses can be compared with 
the code-based approach, assuming a rigid wall (Figure 
5b).  Comparing the pressure distribution, the simplified 
approaches overestimate the earth pressures at the top 
0.3H of the wall.  The resultant forces from FLAC is 35% 
lower than the elastic method (Wood, 1973), and are 15% 
less than the values estimated from the M-O and Seed & 
Whitman (1970) methods with kh equal to PGA.  For the 
non-yielding condition (with additional strut and 
construction sequence not modeled), the resultant forces 
from FLAC is about 25% lower than the elastic method 
and are in very good agreement (< 2%) with the M-O 
method with kh equal to 100% of PGA.  
 
The M-O method and FLAC analysis, both give the same 
location for the resultant dynamic thrust acting on the 
wall. 

Sensitivity Analyses 
An additional hypothetical analysis has been performed 
for the buried concrete U-shaped structure without 
consideration of the intermediate struts.  The static and 
seismic pressure distributions for the "flexible" U-shaped 
structure are presented on Figure 6.  The pressure 
distributions are very similar to those obtained for the box 
with internal struts.  However, the magnitude of the 
seismic earth pressures/forces from FLAC are lower than 
for the rigid box structure due to additional lateral 

movements at the top, since the struts have been 
removed.  Note that the D-walls cannot be constructed  
 
Figure 5a.  Static earth pressure distributions for the 
buried box structure (with internal struts). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5b.  Dynamic earth pressure distributions 
estimated from Wood, M-O method, Seed & Whitman and 
FLAC for the buried box structure (with internal struts). 
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without the bracing due to the structural capacity.  The 
analysis was performed only to assess the development 
of earth pressures acting on “flexible” walls for 
comparison purpose. 
 
Figure 6.  Static and dynamic earth pressure distributions 
estimated from Wood, M-O method, Seed & Whitman and 
FLAC analyses for the buried U-shaped structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Lateral Earth Pressures in Liquefied 
Soils 
For the 2,475-year seismic event, the foundation soils 
around the concrete box structure are expected to 
undergo liquefaction.  Based on a hydrostatic distribution, 
the seismic earth pressures are determined using a 
seismic horizontal coefficient of 1.  The horizontal 
coefficient is applied to the total vertical stress (assuming 
the liquefied soils act as a heavy fluid).  Furthermore, due 
to the potential liquefaction, large lateral deformations are 
expected and the seismic earth pressures on the wall 
from the non-liquefiable layers are taken to be equivalent 
to the passive earth pressure, which corresponds to the 
maximum lateral pressure that could be exerted by the 
soil.  The results of the simplified method have been 
compared to the FLAC results on Figure 7.  The FLAC 
analyses have been performed for two specific conditions 
– with and without pore pressure redistribution. 
  
As shown on Figure 7, the FLAC results are in good 
agreement with the simplified method where the soils are 
expected to undergo liquefaction.  However, the dynamic 

earth pressures are calculated to be higher than those 
obtained from the FLAC analysis for the soils that do not 
liquefy.  The main reasons for the differences in the 
simplified and FLAC earth pressures are: 
 

• The selection of the passive earth pressure 
coefficients is too conservative for the transient 
dynamic loading being considered. 

• Due to the pore water pressure redistribution in 
the FLAC analysis, the FLAC results indicate 
excess pore pressure and/or liquefaction in 
layers that are not considered to liquefy in the 
simplified analyses. 

 
Note that the seismic responses of the two sides of the 
walls are quite different and this may due to the racking 
effects of the buried structure in liquefied soils. 
 
Figure 7.  Dynamic earth pressure distributions estimated 
from simplified method and results from FLAC analysis in 
liquefied soil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yielding and Non-Yielding Walls 
Research indicates that the wall movements required to 
reach extremes of lateral pressures (active and passive) 
are proportional to the height of the wall.  The 
development of lateral active earth pressures on the wall 
is very sensitive to the level of wall movement.  For a 
cohesionless backfill, the movement at the top of a wall 
required to reach the active earth pressure condition is 
considered to vary from 0.1% to 0.4% of the wall height 
based on the recommendations from CFEM (2006).  One 
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of the main reasons for the difference in the simplified and 
FLAC earth pressures is related to the lateral movement 
of the wall.  Table 2 summarizes the relative horizontal 
displacements at the top of the wall with respect to the 
base obtained from the FLAC analyses. 
 
Based on the wall movements presented in Table 2, the 
displacements from the FLAC analyses are generally 
larger than the movements required to reach active 
pressures, which indicate that the walls are not strictly 
rigid.  This is because the support provided by the struts 
is affected by the behavior of the opposite wall and any 
associated racking of the overall structure.  In addition, 
the retained soils behind the walls achieve an active 
condition during the construction stages.  Hence, the 
static earth pressures are generally less than the at-rest, 
ko condition. 
 
Table 2.  Summary of seismic wall movements from the 
FLAC analyses. 
 

With Back 
Slope

Without Back 
Slope With Struts

"Flexible" 
Without Struts

"Non-yielding" 
With 3 Struts

10 - 15 45 15 40 - 50 50 150 < 10

Movement to 
reach active 
pressures

100-year Return Period

Displacements at top of wall (mm)
Buried Box-like StructureAnchored Wall

2475-year Return Period

Movement to 
reach active 
pressures

 

Residual Lateral Earth Pressures 
The residual lateral earth pressure distributions (at the 
end of earthquake loading) for each FLAC analysis have 
also been presented on Figure 3 through Figure 6.  The 
residual lateral earth pressure is generally reduced from 
the maximum that corresponds to the end of earthquake 
shaking.  However, the residual pressures are 
substantially larger than the initial static pressures.  This 
was also observed from the experimental results 
summarized in the study by Seed & Whitman (1970).    

Seismic Horizontal Coefficient 
Based on the recommendations from AASHTO (2012), 
the seismic earth pressures acting on a rigid wall should 
be determined using kh equal to 100% of the PGA.  The 
PGA used to estimate kh generally corresponds to the 
value at the ground surface in the free-field.  This 
assumption may be reasonable for a small wall.  
AASHTO (2012) also suggests that the seismic horizontal 
coefficient may be modified based on the average ground 
motions behind the wall for heights greater than 6 m (20 
ft), but less than 18 m (60 ft) using the simplified method 
by Anderson et al. (2008).  For the walls analyzed and 
presented herein, the seismic horizontal coefficient, kh 
could be reduced to 84% of PGA.  The results of 
Anderson et al. (2008) were consistent with the 
recommendations from Seed & Whitman (1970) where 
the ground acceleration could be reduced about 85% of 
the PGA in seismic design of the retaining walls.    

The results of the FLAC analyses also indicate that the 
maximum horizontal acceleration at a point equivalent to 
the centroid of the Rankine active wedge behind the wall 
is generally less than 100% of the surface free-field PGA.  
This gives dynamic earth pressures in FLAC lower than 
those calculated by the M-O method using kh equals to 
100% of PGA.  The corresponding PGA results and the 
seismic horizontal coefficient, kh from the FLAC analyses 
are presented on Figure 8 and summarized in Table 3.  
Considering the average ground motions behind the wall 
and a 15% reduction in kh (i.e. 85% of PGA), the earth 
pressures calculated in M-O method are consistent with 
the results from the FLAC analyses.   
 
Table 3.  Summary of PGA and seismic horizontal 
coefficients, kh from the FLAC analyses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Rankine active wedge and the approximate 
locations for acceleration time histories in FLAC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structural Considerations 
The FLAC modeling for the buried box-like structure was 
also used to assess the sensitivity of the structural 
response with respect to upper- and lower-bound soil 
properties, and upper- and lower-bound structural 
properties considering pin and moment connections 
between the walls and internal slabs. 
 
The structural response of the FLAC model can be 
compared to simplified structural models (SAP2000 with 
applied earth pressures) to give a greater understanding 
and confirm the structural response.  The difference in the 
estimated structural forces between the FLAC model and 
simplified methods (Figure 9) appears to be associated 



with the connection modeling assumptions – including the 
stiffness of the base slab and plug – and the use of 
simplified methods to estimate the earth pressures used 
in SAP2000.  Furthermore it was found that there was 
potential for significant racking of the structure during 
shaking if pinned internal slabs were considered, 
particularly if combined with lower bound soil properties. 
 
Figure 9.  Comparison of bending moments between 
FLAC model and simplified model (SAP2000). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
The nonlinear dynamic numerical modeling provides an 
additional understanding of the development of seismic 
lateral earth pressures on a rigid wall.  Based on the 
comparison of FLAC analyses performed for two different 
types of rigid wall, the current state of practice using M-O 
method with kh equals to 100% of PGA will provide a 
conservative design with respect to the results from the 
detailed soil-structure interaction analyses.  The results 
are consistent with the recent studies presented in the 
literature that suggest that the development of earth 
pressures on rigid wall may lie below the code 
recommendations (Tiebat et al. 2014). 
 
The main reasons for the differences between the 
simplified approach and the FLAC analyses are 
considered to be related to the following: 
 

• The actual earth pressures acting on the wall are 
very sensitive to even small degrees of wall 
movement.  The wall may not be strictly a rigid 
wall, considering the specific wall configurations 
presented in this paper.  The use of elastic 
methods (i.e. Wood, 1973) is considered to give 
rise to overestimated lateral earth pressures. 

• The development of lateral earth pressures for a 
wall is also dependent on the wall type, bracing 
arrangement and construction sequence(s) 
which may result in greater wall rigidity and 
therefore different wall pressures.  Relaxation 
during construction can give rise to significant 
variations in the static values and distribution 
behind the wall. 

• The use of kh equals to 100% of the surface 
free-field PGA may provide an overestimation of 
seismic earth pressures as shown in the FLAC 
analyses.  The seismic horizontal coefficient 
could be modified based on the average ground 
motions behind the wall as suggested by 
Anderson et al. (2008). 

 
The FLAC analyses also provide seismic earth pressure 
distributions in liquefied soils, in which the simplified 
design approaches are considered to be conservative 
when compared to the results of numerical modeling.   
 
FLAC is shown to be a useful analytical tool to 
understand the structural behavior during dynamic 
loading.  Also, it assisted the structural design by 
identifying and validating key parameters/assumptions 
which were important to ensure the structure is robust 
with respect to the controlling mechanisms.  It was shown 
that the assumptions for the wall/strut connections have 
the potential to significantly affect the structural response 
and load distribution acting on the walls and struts. 
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